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About This Game

Are you safe? Are you clean? Are you normal?

If the answer's yes... you probably don't live in Gubbins. A bride, cloned by a slug monster on her big day. A robot on the run
from a "Spork Jogger". Two print and trophy shop owners addicted to LARPing. A celebrity chef with underpants that hold a

terrible, terrible secret.

A normal Thursday, then.
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Yeah but what is it exactly?

Yorkshire Gubbins is a "season pass" to our point and click comedy adventures. Currently there's 2 small episodes (15-30
minutes) and one Big Episode (1-2 hours), with up to 4 more Big Episodes and whatever else we can make in the future which
you get automatically. Our adventures are fully voiced and have something for both casual and experienced adventure gamers.

Key Features

 Fully voiced by a cast of regional performers with the same accent they have on Game of Thrones!

 STEGGYVISION turns the grim horror of Yorkshire into a fantasy dream world

 Top notch British humour

 Very fancy dynamic music system

 Classic easter-egg filled "SCUMM" style verb interface.

Current Episode List

 Verb School - Tutorial episode, or "How to play point and click adventures"

 Humble Pie - being the Terrible Consequences Of Ruining Your Best Friend's Wedding.

Bonus: Holy Molluscamony - the short pilot episode that started it all. A bride has been cloned by... a slug monster?
Again?!
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Title: Yorkshire Gubbins
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Stairfall Institute
Publisher:
Stairfall Institute
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English
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Very very daft. In a good way. Hope the dev gets chance to add a new episode soon!

I did fall foul of the Steam overlay bug, but that wasn't irritating enough to not recommend.. Well this was just delightful.

A quirky, funny, surreal adventure game in the style of all the '90s point and click games from my childhood. It knows exactly
what it wants to do, and executes it perfectly.

This is the work of a one woman production machine, and I have fallen in love with her [wonderful game]!

The graphics are simple but exude a whole lot of character (literally), and there are lots of little details that help to build the
world. The Steggyvision bloom adds a definite extra dimension. Charming. That's the word I was looking for; the graphics are
charming.

Sound is great. The voice cast are pitch perfect and transport the player straight into the mad universe of Yorkshire Gubbins.
The cast are all from the region and so the whole experience is very authentic. The Yorkshire Robotics robots and the Slugkin
are particularly accurate.

Soundtrack is also great. Again, in a nod to Lucasarts' classic adventures, the music is dynamic and reactive in much the same
way as their Monkey Island [etc.] games. The hexMuse proprietary music engine is a clear call back to Lucasarts' own iMuse
system, and it works beautifully.

The writing is smart and sharp, and there is a great deal of humour. This is first and foremost a comedic adventure. The
situations our brave heroine finds herself embroiled in are at once so very normal and so very bizarre. I have read reviews
describing the game as having a very British sense of humour; personally I think this is a universally funny game and should be
enjoyed by anyone with a sense of humour.

***No previous knowledge or experience of Yorkshire is required.***

The game is episodic, and the creator does plan to release more content in the future. I would imagine that the base
price will rise when new content is finally ready, but at the minute the game is very modestly priced and those who get
on board now will receive all future content free of charge. Be aware that the experience currently only lasts around
two hours, but the content is rich and satisfying.

The difficulty level is perhaps a little on the easy side, expecially if you are well versed in this style of game. Some of the
achievements will require a little thought and gave me a good reason to replay a couple of times over. I will definitely
revisit the game in the future, simply because I enjoyed it so much.

In conclusion, this is a very fine, very funny adventure and I cannot recommend it highly enough. A triumph of
Yorkshire [software] engineering. I look forward to whatever comes next from the Stairfall Institute and their
continued "Study of Simulacra and Phantasms".
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